CHAPTER 096
THE CREATION OF THE ATTRIBUTE “NON DIVINE”

Having designed and established in the “Specific ‘SPIRITUAL’ Environment” the basic elements and the “tool” that are the “Specific Elementary ‘SPIRIT’ Particle”, the “Specific Elementary ‘LIGHT’ Particle”, and the “Specific Energy ‘SPIRIT←LIGHT’ Bridge”, “THE DIVINE ARCHITECT AND PROJECT MASTER” designed therefore the entire Holy Project and in all its details, and in the “Specific ‘SPIRITUAL’ Environment”. We will describe some of these designs through the following texts, when it will be necessary to describe.

“THE DIVINE ARCHITECT AND PROJECT MASTER” has designed and established so many things from the “DIVINE SUPREME CONFIGURATION” of seven “Divine Particles” that it will be impossible to any creature that will come into existence in the attribute “NON DIVINE” to know not even one iota of what HE has designed.

All these things that relate closely to the Holy Project that “THE DIVINE ARCHITECT AND PROJECT MASTER” has designed and established, with the purpose to be implemented in the attribute “NON DIVINE”, are what we shall call: the ins and outs of the Holy Project; that is, what justified and has been at the origin of the Holy Project in which manifestations in the attribute “NON DIVINE”, of metaphors of the “DIVINE PRIMARY WEALTH”, that “THE DIVINE” has chosen to share with the attribute “NON DIVINE”, will be called into existence: the “who”, “what” and “why”, that will represent all of the ins of the Holy Project, and the “when”, “where” and “how” that will represent all the outs of the Holy Projects.

“THE DIVINE” observed the Holy Project in Himself and HE was very happy with what “THE DIVINE ARCHITECT AND PROJECT MASTER” had designed. It was then that he undertook to realize into existence the attribute “NON DIVINE” and all that HE had chosen to share with this attribute “NON DIVINE”, and HE
gave the first decree to “THE DIVINE FORCE” to begin the implementation of the attribute “NON DIVINE”, saying:

“...

**DELIVER ME THE FRONTIER**
**BETWEEN MYSELF AND ‘OTHER THAN MYSELF’**

...”

In order to accomplish this first decree, “THE DIVINE ARCHITECT AND PROJECT MASTER” began by choosing a precise point from which HE would achieve the Holy Project that HE had designed. At this point and from a “Generative Divine Particle” located at this point and in the proximity of a “Formative Divine Particle”, HE established the fixed orientation, IHVH – in the sense that we know it: NORTH, SOUTH, WEST, and EAST – that HE would apply to the Creation.

This precise point, inside “THE DIVINE DOMAIN”, we shall call it the “CARDINAL POINT OF THE CREATION”. “THE DIVINE”, IHVH, our FATHER has sealed this “CARDINAL POINT OF THE CREATION” to indicate the “NORTH”, “HE WHO IS ABOVE”, to all his creatures in the entire Holy Project.

It is so that inside “THE DIVINE DOMAIN” and “SOUTH” with respect to the “CARDINAL POINT OF THE CREATION”, following the design established by “THE DIVINE ARCHITECT AND PROJECT MASTER”, and on the instruction “THE DIVINE”, “THE DIVINE FORCE” began to work.

“THE DIVINE FORCE” created the smallest spherical shape covered entirely on the surface by “Formative Divine Particles” kept together as “THE DIVINE ARCHITECT AND PROJECT MASTER” had designed it. This surface is a “DIVINE PRIMARY WEALTH” to which that “THE DIVINE” has assigned a unique attribute defined by the “unique word” which means “FRONTIER”, or also “THE CIRCLE OF THE HEAVEN”, and which pronunciation in the old language is the same as that of the word “ADO”.

In its own old days when “THE DIVINE” designed Himself in countless ways, by Himself and in Himself, “THE DIVINE ARCHITECT AND PROJECT MASTER” had discovered that this smaller spherical shape that was formed and covered completely with “Formative Divine Particles” had a very interesting feature resulting from the properties of these “Formative Divine Particles” and their “Divine States”. Notably, this small spherical surface had blocked the radiation
from the “Generative Divine Particles” and the interior of this small spherical shape was less illuminated; although the brightness inside this small spherical shape was several times three thousand six hundred forty billion times that of the solar Star.

To this new “DIVINE PRIMARY WEALTH”, “THE DIVINE”, IHVH, our FATHER had assigned unique attribute, a unique meaning, and a “unique word”. The “unique word” is now translated into human language to mean: “THE ECLIPSE”87.

The manifestation of metaphors of “THE ECLIPSE”, into existence in the attribute “NON DIVINE”, will always indicate and mark the beginning of a new project in the Work of “THE DIVINE”, IHVH, our FATHER.

By this small spherical surface, “THE DIVINE FORCE” delimited “THE DIVINE DOMAIN”, as “THE DIVINE ARCHITECT AND PROJECT MASTER” had designed it, thus creating into existence the attribute “NON DIVINE” defined by this new “DIVINE PRIMARY WEALTH”. The surface of this small spherical shape was the primary form of “THE FRONTIER OF THE DIVINE DOMAIN” – “ADOEL”88.

87 It is a sign of divine power marking the coming the Presence of “THE DIVINE”, IHVH, our FATHER in the attribute “NON DIVINE”, for example the coming towards human creatures.

Later, during the course of the realization of its Project, “THE DIVINE FORCE” will entrust the task of the realization of this phenomenon in the attribute “NON DIVINE”, to the Archangel RAGUEL who is responsible to take care of everything that is Heavenly, as well as to protect and lead the stars (see conversations of August 29, 2005, and of September 14, 2005, Aristide with Archangel RAGUEL).

It is also the Archangel RAGUEL who is responsible to illuminate the path of manifestations of metaphors “THE DIVINE”, IHVH, our FATHER among humans so that neither darkness nor other evil spirits can come near. See also the conversation of October 1st, 2005, Aristide with the Archangel MICHAEL, regarding the “ECLIPSE” which took place on October 03, 2005.

88 See conversation of October 1st, 2005, Aristide with CHRIST.

See also conversation September 17, 2005, Aristide with Archangel RAGUEL.

It is from this word “ADOEL” that will be drawn the word “ADONAI’IM” to characterize the first creatures that “THE DIVINE FORCE” will create and which will be established in dwelling highest towards the “proximity” of “THE FRONTIER OF THE of the DIVINE DOMAIN”.
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It is so that through this primary form of “THE FRONTIER OF THE DIVINE DOMAIN”, “THE DIVINE”, IHVH, our FATHER has manifested in Himself the first “ECLIPSE” of His own “Generative Divine Particles”.

“THE DIVINE FORCE” created henceforth in the interior of this smaller spherical form, which was built and covered entirely with “Formative Divine Particles”, the first primary dark zone resulting from the interception of the radiation from “Generative Divine Particles”; that is, the absence of light of the “Generative Divine Particles”.

This achievement, alone, is an extraordinary work in the light of the specifications of the “DIVINE SUPREME CONFIGURATION” of seven “Divine Particles”, of the “INTENSITY”, and therefore the “POWER”, of the luminous radiation emanating from this “DIVINE SUPREME CONFIGURATION” of seven “Divine Particles”, and the “SUPREME STATE OF EQUILIBRIUM”, the “SUPREME STATE OF HARMONY”, of “THE DIVINE” and arising from this “DIVINE SUPREME CONFIGURATION” of seven “Divine Particles”.

From this discovery on the surface of this smaller spherical shape that had blocked the radiation from the “Generative Divine Particles”, “THE DIVINE ARCHITECT AND PROJECT MASTER” has designed and established the proportionality factors as well as the key parameter that governs the expansion of both the flow of “THE ABSOLUTE TIME” and the dimensions, that are related to the manifestation of the metaphor of “THE ABSOLUTE MOVEMENT” the “DIVINE SUPREME CONFIGURATION” of seven “Divine Particles”, as well as all their aspects and essential qualities into existence in the attribute “NON DIVINE”.

---

89 To help you grasp and understand the extraordinariness of this accomplishment, consider the situation in which you have light that produces light that has never been extinguished and cannot be turned off, and from which you must create or so manifest into existence the absence of that light.

You can also consider the situation in which you find yourself in a substance that is billions of times “three thousand six hundred forty billion” times brighter and more powerful than the substance of the solar Star, and you want to go from this substance that is billions of times “three thousand six hundred forty billion” times brighter and more powerful than the substance of the solar Star, to substance of brightness and power that will be equal to “ZERO”, while “ZERO” does not yet exist.

To create into existence the attribute “NON DIVINE” was similar to create “ZERO” from several billion times “three thousand six hundred forty billion”, knowing that nothing below billions of times “three thousand six hundred forty billion” ever existed.